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Computer technology has changed drastically in the
last 20 years. Computer networks evolved as a byproduct of
this technology explosion. Communication between machines
suddenly became nearly as essential as voice communication.
Internet became a reality to answer that need.
A computer network could be defined as a chain of
transmitting entities. In the case of the Internet, that
chain of transmitting entities is composed of the many
backbones, regional, and data networks located in nearly
every country of the world. "It has over 10,000,000 users
through some 500,000 computers on 5,000 networks in thirty-
three countries and an estimated growth rate of 20 percent
a month" (Quint, 1992, 78).
Roberts (1992, 60) states that: "The Internet is
basically a collection of dedicated point-to-point
communication circuits on which there are packet switches
and computers connected". The computers all share a common
protocol called TCP/IP, or Transmission Control Protocol
Internet Protocol, which allows them to communicate with
one another.
With a world of information available, the biggest
problem seems to stem from both identifying and ultimately




McClure (1992) refers to this as "drinking from fire
hoses". There literally is more information than can
possibly be retrieved. Meanwhile, more information is
added daily. The result is a never-ending supply of
information resources that many people will never have the
time or need to access.
Armed with typically limited knowledge, administrators
must make policy decisions concerning the university's
stance on providing Internet access to aid in research.
Clearly, the problem then becomes to determine what, if
any, of the resources available are necessary to further
institutional research.
To complete this study, the first task was to examine
the resources available through the Internet by direct
connection. In addition, higher education institutions
were surveyed to ascertain the level of connectivity
provided, in order to provide a model for private
universities for decision-making. It was the researcher's
hypothesis that the majority of institutions in the
targeted population did not offer full Internet access to
their entire campus, faculty and students alike.
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Significance of the Study
As researchers, librarians, and academicians are
increasingly utilizing the Internet to expand available
resources, universities without a connection must begin to
weigh the benefits against the cost of initiating such
service. Universities are often left to their own
ingenuity to devise the best provision for their campus.
without appropriate computer expertise, this is often
difficult, at best. Numerous books and articles are
currently available for review, but time often necessitates
movement in other directions. This study attempted to
assimilate available information and combine it with the
present trends of Christian four year institutions to
provide a plan for like-kind universities to follow.
4
Purpose of the Study
This descriptive research was an attempt to assimilate
the latest Internet information and combine it with the
results of data collected from the targeted sample.
Inferences about the population were drawn from the sample
statistics. Specific suggestions were made to assist
universities in similar situations.
Limitations of the Study
The focus of this study was directed toward a somewhat
limited college and university population. Similar
rationale, however, could be equally applied to larger
private universities as well. Present connectivity trends
of larger private universities were not surveyed. Similar
results might also be obtained by examining trends of
larger public universities. The intent of this study was




Anonymous FTP--A method of transferring to a remote
location to download a file, without actually having
an account on the remote computer.
Archie--A search tool designed to aid in finding specific
files that are available by anonymous FTP.
ARPAnet--Forerunner network to the Internet, established in
the 1970's, but no longer in existence.
Asynchronous--Transmission by individual bytes.
Backbone--A high speed connection, typically fiber optic,
which connects other computers, using cabling that is
usually slower.
Baud--The transmittal rate that data is sent over a
telephone line.
BITNET--A computer network similar to Internet that
provides E-mail and file transfer, but not remote
login (Telnet). (Because It's There Network)
Bits per second (bps)--The speed that bits of information
are transmitted.
Bridge--A device that functions to connect similar local
area networks.
Broadband--Particular transmission equipment that is
capable of supporting a wide range of frequencies
and can carry multiple signals.
Client--The user of a network service.
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Coax--A form of network cabling, that consists of a
central wire, surrounded by an insulator, housed in a
protective covering.
COM--One of the top-level domains that stands for a
commercial enterprise.
DECnet--A specific network for Digital Equipment Computers.
Dedicated Line--A telephone line dedicated to a specific
purpose, such as providing Internet access.
Dial-up--A means of connecting to another computer via
modem, by dialing another computer and emulating that
computer.
Domain Name System (DNS)--A database system for changing
Internet addresses into numeric addresses and vice
versa.
EDU--A top-level domain that stands for an educational
institution.
Ethernet--A type of wiring utilized in local area
networks, commonly used with TCP/IP.
Flame--A strong, often offensive response to the author
of a USENET message.
Freenet--An organization that typically provides free
Internet access to certain people, such as libraries,
etc.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)--A particular method used to
transfer files from one computer to another.
Gateway--A computer connection between two networks or
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providers of the Internet, which provides data
transfer between typically incompatible applications
or networks.
Gopher--A menu-driven computer designed to aid in locating
specific Internet resources.
GOV--A top-level domain that stands for a governmental
organization.
Internet--A world-wide computer network connected using
Internet protocol, providing electronic mail, file
transfer, remote login, and newsgroups.
IP--Internet Protocol, or the method of communication
utilized on the Internet.
Knowbot--An information-retrieval tool.
LAN--A local area network consisting of computers at one
site.
Leased Line--A dedicated telephone line used to connect
a location to an Internet service provider.
Listserv--A program that links interested parties to form
discussion groups in a variety of topics.
MIL--A top-level domain that stands for military
organizations.
Modem--A piece of equipment necessary for a computer to
communicate with another computer--may be external
or internal.
Mosaic--A search tool designed to aid in gaining access to
documents, graphics, photographs, animation, and
video.
HET--A top-level domain that stands for centers that are
involved in network management.
Hetwork--A group of computers connected together in some
type of configuration, to enable communication, such
as local, remote and wide area networks.
HREH--The National Research and Education Network
established to combine networks operated by various
federal agencies.
HSFNET--The National Science Foundation Network, which is
one of the networks incorporated in Internet.
Protocol--The means designated for computers to talk to
one another.
Repeater--A hardware device that connects two like
networks.
Router--A physical piece of equipment that transfers
data between two different networks.
RS-232, RS-449--Cable and connectors used for a network.
Server--A computer typically dedicated to providing
software and communication between nodes on a
network.
Service Provider--An organization that provides Internet
access.
SynchroDous--Oata communications sent at a fixed rate.
TI--Telephone line capable of sending transmissions at
1.544 megabits per second.
B
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T3--Telephone line capable of sending transmissions at
44.736 megabits per second.
TAC (Terminal Access Controller)--A piece of hardware
and program that connects terminals to the Internet
using dialup modem connections.
TCP/IP--Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol,
which is one of the protocols Internet is based upon.
Telnet--A method of logging in to remote computers.
Twisted Pair--Computer cable made of a pair of insulated
copper wires wrapped around each other to cancel the
effects of electrical noise.
UNIX--A computer operating system that is prevalent in the
Internet world.
USENET--An informal method of exchanging news, similar to a
computer bulletin board.
WAIS--Wide-area information servers, useful in searching
indexed databases.
White Pages--List of users that can be accessed through the
Internet.
Wide Area Network (WAN)--Computer network that connects
computers that are separated by a longer distance than
local area networks.
WorldWide Web--A search tool that uses "hypertext" links to
switch between related documents stored on different
computers.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED MATERIAL
"A recent national survey of Directors of Admissions
Counselors revealed that until 1991, parents' most asked
question during campus visits focused on the library--
accessibility, resources, relationships with neighboring
libraries, etc. After 1991, the question most on the minds
of parents concerned student accessibility to computers,
computer labs, and ties to electronic resources like the
Internet" (Bush & Neese, 1993, p. 20). As pressure mounts
on administrators to provide such access, it is imperative
to scrutinize the possibilities provided by Internet
access. Decisions must be based on needs and available
resources. As the government funding scenario changes, so
changes the financial involvement of colleges and
universities. This necessitates solicitous administrative
plans. In order to make intelligent decisions,
administrators must become fully educated in Internet
capabilities. with that in mind, this paper attempted to
trace the history and outline the components of this
international computer network known as Internet.
Internet is loosely a collection of networks and
gateways, which include the Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network (ARPANET), the National Science Foundation
Network (NSFnet), and other networks, which communicate
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with one another using the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol suite, functioning as a
seemingly single, virtual network. It owes its early
existence to the ARPANET. According to Dern (1993), this
highly experimental network, developed in the late 60's,
was designed to aid in military research. Specifically,
the network was designed to ascertain the methodology of
building a computer network that could withstand potential
power outages created by such things as bomb attacks.
The network was set up to utilize a system called
Internet Protocol to send messages between often unlike
computers. Messages could be sent using specific
addresses. This network linked government installations
with university, industrial, and research organizations.
Later, the Department of Defense shifted its military
operations to MILNET, designating it specifically as a
military network. ARPANET was converted to a research only
network.
In the 1980's the National Science Foundation, a
United States governmental agency, set up the National
Science Foundation Network (NSFNET). Five supercomputer
centers were established and placed under the
administrative jurisdiction of Merit, a consortium of
Michigan universities, IBM, and MCI. By 1990, the ARPANET
was dissolved, and the network load picked up by the
National Science Foundation Network.
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The NSFNET was based on the same Internet protocol
technology as the ARPANET. Due to the expense of the line
installation, a decision was made to create regional
networks to provide Internet access to universities and
other research institutions. The National Science
Foundation funded connections, as long as access was made
widely available. The NSFNET administrator, Merit,
eventually formed a not-for-profit corporation called
Advanced Network and Services (ANS) that presently oversees
all functions of NSFNET, which has expanded to 19 major
nodes running on high speed T3 network lines.
Although Merit serves as the technological backbone of
Internet, there is no chief operating officer or ultimate
authority figure for the network as a whole. There are,
however, various boards that direct the general direction
of the network, such as the Internet Society, the Internet
Architecture Board, which sets up hardware standards, and
the Internet Engineering Task Force, which addresses
technical problems of the Internet. Even with the
supervision of various boards, the information resources
available is mind boggling. Charles McClure (1992) refers
to this as "drinking from fire hoses". There literally is
more information than we can possibly retrieve. Meanwhile,
more information is added daily. The result is a never-
ending supply of information resources that many people
will never have the time or knowledge to access. "The
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Internet may be used by millions of people, but it's not a
mass medium. It's a formless, mostly unregulated system
for linking computers" (Mossbert, 1993, p.l) Unlike
commercial systems, such as America OnLine or CompuServe,
complete directories of databases of subscribers is not
available. Just the sheer volume of information precludes
a master directory or information source for the Internet
as a whole.
Originally, Internet access was offered to the United
States' allies and overseas military bases. As world
relations have improved, access has become more widely
available. (Refer to Table I, for a partial listing of
foreign domains.)
The Internet is typically broken down into specific
services offered. Those services include electronic mail,
Telnet, and File Transfer Protocol. Probably the most
widely used component is electronic mail. In addition to
the Internet itself, subsidiary networks also provide
electronic Internet mail connections, such as America
OnLine and CompuServe. For a monthly fee, subscribers may
communicate with other Internet users.
One of the predecessors to electronic mail, •~s a
network called BITNET, which stands for "Because It's Time
or Because It's There Network". BITNET originated with the
connection of Yale University and the City University of
New York in 1981 (Nickerson, 1992, p. 33). Once a
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formidable force in electronic mail communications, BITNET
is now losing out, due to its restriction to electronic
mail only. Although, BITNET does not playa key role in
electronic mail communications in the U.S., it plays a more
prominent role in overseas institutions, where much of the
electronic mail traffic flows over BITNET (Wilson, 1993, p.
A23). Some business consultants (e.g. Whitmyer, 1993),
report that more than 40% of the Internet electronic mail
traffic reaches outside the United States in 137 different
countries.
In order for computers and users to communicate with
other computer users, each entity, whether an institution
or individual, must have an Internet address. This unique
32-bit address is represented by a combination of letters.
It also has a numeric equivalent which is equally as
effective in sending communication packets to other
computers. The address is broken down into respective
components, which have specific meaning (Refer to Figure 1:
Internet Address Breakdown). From each address, it is
possible to ascertain not only the user identification, but
also the location of the computer, the specific computer
network, and the type of domain (Refer to Table II, Typical
Internet Domains).
Probably the most frequently used component of
Internet is Electronic Mail or E-Mail, as it is frequently
called. Messages may be sent to another Internet
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subscriber, by addressing them to a specific individual's
Internet address. Specific commands are dependent upon the
provider's E-mail software. Once a person becomes
accustomed to sending and receiving E-mail messages, they
seem to be hooked. Cooke and Lehrer, 1993, refer to this
phenomenon by saying, "Nobody has ever dropped off the
network. Once they get on they get hooked. It's like
selling drugs."
E-mail seems to be a strange and sometimes dangerous
medium. Unlike face-to-face discussions or telephone
conversations, the tendency is to write, with often little
reflection on the content. Without a personal touch or the
benefit of seeing one's reaction to a statement, intent can
be misconstrued. "According to Geoff Huston, newly elected
secretary of the Internet Society and technical manager of
the Australian Academic and Research Network, the advent of
E-mail as a form of communication is a case where
technology is ahead of social behavior patterns. It has
taken us 40 years to learn what you can and cannot do on
the telephone, to behave appropriately. We are only just
beginning to understand what is acceptable and unacceptable
using the computer to communicate" (Maslen, 1993, p. AS3).
As universities begin to offer classes in Internet
functionality, more campuses will begin communications
between faculty and students alike. Foreign students, in
particular, look to this feature as the salvation for
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communications to their home countries. Students often
come expecting such conveniences. E-Mail can serve as a
recruiting tool for faculty as well as students.
In addition to communicating with others through E-
mail messages, it is possible to subscribe to electronic
journals and participate in online discussion groups.
Electronic publishing is in a relatively infant stage.
Currently there are not only electronic journals, but also
newsletters and digests available online. "Electronic
networking has essentially demolished geographical
barriers, redefined our concepts of time and distance, and,
in library terms, begun the gradual shift in emphasis from
local holdings to remote access" (Ju1, 1992, p. 20).
Myers, Wilson, and Lienhard, 1993, project that soon many
of the mechanical engineering journals will exist only in
that form.
As convenient and desirable as total electronic
publishing might be, problems are inherent. Although
gaining in popularity, electronic journals are not as
widely accepted for professional or scholarly communication
as traditionally circulated journals. Authors are, at
times, hesitant to submit articles, because of the lack of
audience, reward, and permanence. On the other hand, they
feel a certain appeal, due to the speed that information
can be distributed and the savings in printing charges.
Universities that place great emphasis upon being
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published, however, may not recognize electronic
publishing. Because of the magnitude of information,
directories are often lacking. Libraries also are not sure
as of yet how to integrate electronic journal cataloging
with present indexing methods. Once again, a decision is
in order to determine if cost-cutting measures will result
from electronic journals being made available to the campus
community. Although interesting, this particular aspect of
Internet access should not weigh heavily on the decision-
making process.
In addition to E-mail messaging and electronic
journals, E-mail also provides a means to subscribe to
various discussion groups called LISTSERV groups or
newsgroups. Listserv groups are also frequently referred
to as distribution lists or mailing lists. Newsgroups are
sometimes called computer conferences or electronic
bulletin boards. A LISTSERV is actually a computer program
that is resident on a computer directly connected to the
Internet that organizes lists of people with similar
interests. One particularly appealing aspect of
participating in a LISTSERV list is the fact that the lists
are available free upon request. Once a user has
subscribed to a LISTSERV group, they will continue to
receive copies of all messages addressed to the group. At
times the sheer volume of messages can be overwhelming to
the point that a person may choose to unsubscribe to the
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LISTSERV. It is also possible to create newsgroups within
a particular site to facilitate communication between
colleagues.
One intriguing aspect of the prospect of providing
Internet access to further communication with LISTSERV
groups is the diversity in subject matter. Wright (1993),
reports that there are between 2,500 and 6,000 newsgroups
worldwide. As each name implies, the special interest
groups can range from topics as sordid as
alt. sex. fetish. feet, alt.conspiracy.jfk, alt. skinheads, and
alt.fan.rush-limbaugh to fully legitimate groups (Wright,
1993, p. 24).
Internet mailing lists consist of three basic types of
lists: unmoderated lists, where the subscribers
participate in free-form discussions, moderated
discussions, where one user is screening each message, and
digested mailings, where messages sent to the list are
gathered and sent out in batches. Typically moderated
lists contain more relevant information and less "noise"
than unmoderated lists. While LISTSERVS provide an
interesting diversion and possibly a means for discussion
with other professionals in a chosen field, it alone should
hardly be the deciding factor on whether to offer Internet
access.
Another particularly useful component of Internet is
telnet or the ability to login to remote computers. By
19
typing telnet and an Internet address, it is possible to
connect to computers around the world. Many remote
locations offer easy to use menu-driven access. In
addition, it is often possible to access a remote location
and branch out far beyond the first connection by simply
selecting another site from the menu. Library card
catalogs are typically available for inspection by
telnetting to that remote site. Most major universities
and public government databases offer free availability
through the telnet function. Not only are academic
libraries accessible via Internet, but also the Library of
Congress Information System, referred to as LOCIS, is
available for users to examine nearly all of the files that
a patron would be provided access to.
One particular network that is now accessible via
Internet is the OCLC Online Computer Library Center. In
the past, OCLC has required a dedicated line to access more
than 26 million records about books, periodicals, audio
recordings, and computer files. Libraries typically
utilize this connection to locate a holding and duplicate
it for their location, which means a time and money savings
for the library. This particular aspect of Internet access
should be weighed heavily in deciding between providing
limited E-mail access and full access, including telnet.
Libraries, in particular, stand to save money with Internet
connections, due to paying less for telecommunications fees
20
and for commercial online services, not to mention the time
.
sav1ngs.
One exceptional resource available on the Internet is
file transfer protocol or FTP as it is commonly referred.
File archives are available for exploration and retrieval
throughout the system. These file archives include ASCII
(standard format) text, graphics, and computer software
(Harris, 1992, p. 50). Unfortunately, again there is no
complete directory of the holdings available on the system
as a whole.
Retrieving files is normally not a complicated
process. From the Unix prompt, the command FTP and a
domain address will access the remote computer for the
purpose of downloading files. Once connected to the remote
computer, access is made by logging in as anonymous and by
giving the personal e-mail address as the password. Most
public file archive sites contain one subdirectory called
pub, public, public access, or something similar. Once a
file of interest is located, the command to retrieve that
file to the host computer is get and the filename. The
file will then be downloaded to the host computer. In
order to download it to a personal computer, the file
transfer process must be started on both the host computer
and the personal computer to complete the process.
Normally once the files are downloaded on a personal
system, it will be necessary to uncompress, unshar, or
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unzip them to make them useable (Fiedler, 1991, p. 286).
FTP is a particularly interesting component of full
Internet access--noteworthy in the decision as to whether
to provide full access or e-mail only.
Because of the volume of files available via FTP, it
would be mind-boggling to locate the desired location, much
less a specific file. Tools have been developed, such as
Archie, Gopher, WAIS, WorldWide Web, Veronica and Jughead
to aid in such searches. The first tool developed to
assist in file location was Archie, developed at McGill
University by graduate students (Wilson, 1993, p. A18). A
computer program was developed that contacts every
anonymous FTP server on the Internet and updates a master
list of available files. When a user identifies a specific
key word in a file list, Archie supplies the address from
which the file can be retrieved. As of the fall of 1991,
it was estimated that there were 1 million files at 900
sites, amounting to over 70 gigabytes of information
available for access, with five to 10 new sites added each
week (Dern, 1992, p. 113).
Gophers provide a series of menus that ultimately lead
users to a specific document of interest. By telnetting to
a specific site and logging on as gopher, it is possible to
take advantage of the menuing capabilities offered by this
system. Veronica, on the other hand, is an indexer that
querries every Gopher attached to the Internet. Veronica,
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a tool that is used with Gopher, stands for "Very Easy
Rodent-Oriented Netwide Index to Computerized Archives"
(Wilson, p. Al9). It was developed at the University of
Nevada at Reno as an Archie to search Gopherspace. Jughead
is similar to Veronica, but is designed to search files at
one Gopher site. WAIS or Wide Area Information Servers can
not only locate files, but also retrieve the files as well.
Amazingly, WAIS allows nearly simultaneous searching across
several different sites in an interdisciplinary approach.
One special type of WAIS, a KnowBot, aids in locating
specific Internet addresses. WorldWide Web is a network
tool that allows users to link from one document to
another, using hypertext.
At the present time, most files located by these
search tools are text files. To offer location and
retrieval of documents containing graphics, images, and
sound, experimentation is underway to develop Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions (MIME). As more businesses and
universities move toward multimedia presentations, files of
this type will be in high demand. Another tool designed to
function similar to WorldWide Web, but that allows for
access of graphics, photographs, animation, and video is
Mosaic, developed at the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications on the University of Illinois campus.
With all of the capabilities of Internet, colleges and
universities are not the only learning institutions
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interested in gaining access to this mammoth information
source. Public schools are also looking to the higher
educational community for connections. Teachers at this
level are interested in not only an exchange of lesson
plans, but also an opportunity to exchange cultures with
other countries, via the Internet. Polly, 1992 describes
this as "having multiple foreign exchange students in the
classroom all the time". These connections encourage an
active, participatory learning method. As public schools
continue to push for connections, more students will come
to college expecting a continuation of their electronic
horizons. Colleges and universities have a responsibility
to plan carefully for this information influx.
Armed with a plethora of knowledge concerning Internet
capabilities, universities are set to begin evaluating
Internet access options. Internet connectivity can be
broken down into four levels, based upon the degree of
access. Lane, 1992, describes these levels as:
Phase Zero Connectivity: No access
Phase One Connectivity: Gateway access to the
Internet (Have accounts, but are not directly
connected, such as CompuServe)
Phase Two Connectivity: Remote access to the
Internet. (Connects to a larger host system)
Phase Three Connectivity: Direct TCP/IP access
to Internet. The most common type of connectivity
24
is Phase Two.
In the early history of Internet, most direct hookups
were held by federal agencies, major universities, and some
corporations involved in highly technical research. As the
National Science Foundation continues to encourage
connections by providing grants, more universities are able
to provide their own direct hookups through either phase
two or three connectivity. Another particularly helpful
entity in aiding in direct hookup is the regional network
responsible for furthering Internet connections. In the
case of Oklahoma, that regional network is OneNet.
Although in its formative stages, technical support is
available.
Phase two connections involve contracting for a line
to be put in place between the regional network provider
and the campus. Once the line is in place, a router with
the appropriate interface, two CSU/OSU units, and a
computer system is necessary at the university. Charges,
in addition to the physical equipment, include telephone
line charges, as well as an annual fee to OneNet, based on
a somewhat complicated formula.
If funds are not available for phase two connectivity,
the next possibility is to provide phase three connectivity
with access through dial-up providers. Providers typically
price their services in three basic ways. "Base-level"
pricing involves charging a set monthly rate for a certain
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number of on-line hours. If the user exceeds the allotted
number of hours, a charge is l.ncurred for each additional
hour. "Connect-hour" pricing involves a monthly fee, which
is normally less than base-level pricing, plus an hourly
charge for each hour spent on-line. This particular
connection is normally the most expensive means of
connection The third type of pricing scheme is called
"flat-rate" pricing. A set monthly charge is incurred for
unlimited hourly usage. If available, this connection
would be the safest and assuredly the least expensive per
hour of the three types of services. W1th~n a university
community, it would be much simpler to administer flat-rate
pricing than the other two possibilities.
Other possible charges that might be incurred by
utilizing a dial-up arrangement are also a consideration.
If the dial-up provider is not a local provider or one that
supplies a toll-free number, long distance charges would be
an additional expense. This would not be the optimum
situation, as cost control would become extremely difficult
to regulate. Other possible add-on charges might include
start-up fees, functionality pricing, based on the level of
services provided, and storage charges for the amount of
disk space utilized by the account holders. Additional
charges for storage space would be a cost control
nightmare. The equipment outlay required for dial-up
access would involve one or more computers equipped with
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modems and communication software. Costs would vary
depending on the speed of the equipment. In general, dial-
up access is desirable only if funds are not available for
providing remote access through a regional network, such as
OneNet.
Once a decision has been made on the level of
connectivity, there awaits a myriad of other considerations
to be made by administration. Once electronic networks are
introduced to the campus, issues such as password security,
virus prevention, free speech and privacy must be
addressed. Security measures have to be dealt with when
campus-wide networks become vulnerable to outside
examination. "Brute-force password decryption once took a
week on a VAX; today's optimized cracking programs might
take an afternoon" (Stoll, 1993, p. 274). Newly insecure
campus networks have to become a bulwark against outside
forces, including possible invasion by viruses.
Computer hackers become a force to be reckoned with.
Anyone armed with a modem is capable of invading campus
network systems and wreak havoc on precious files. Not
only should a university be wary of intruders to their
system, but also for intruders from their system that
violate the security of other systems. Wilson, 1993,
reports that some institutions, such as the University of
New Mexico, turn over hackers to the local police to not
only protect their systems, but also to protect themselves
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from lawsuits from other connections that may have been
affected by a hacker's use of a university computer system.
Computer security is aided by the Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT), headquartered at Carnegie Mellon
University. This group tracks problems with computer
security and works directly with computer hardware
manufacturers and software publishers to prevent
intrusions. In October, users of Sun Microsystems work
stations with built-in microphones were warned by CERT that
someone could electronically eavesdrop on conversations
taking place near their computers (Markoff, 1993, p. 7).
Even the Secret Service and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation are actively pursuing computer criminals.
Once electronic mail becomes available on the campus,
policies must be established concerning free speech and
privacy. Will system administrators have the power to read
messages, possibly to monitor for offensive messages or
simply to control the volume and sheer size of files? At
least one lawsuit has been filed concerning possible
violation of First Amendment rights against the University
of Texas at Dallas by a former Soviet Union graduate
student. He charged that the university acted as a censor
to prevent political dissidence (Wilson, 1993, A16).
In addition to setting up policies and safeguards for
the new technology, it is of absolute necessity to provide
training for Internet users. Whether the training is
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provided by library staff or computer information system
staff is inconsequential. Some type of organized training
is vital to the success of the connection. It's true that
people can rarely learn to navigate the Internet by sitting
through lectures and discussions about capabilities. Once
information is disseminated about possible uses, it is
essential for users to have hands-on training as well. If
it's not possible to conduct training sessions in labs with
direct on-line connection, small group sessions can be held
with demonstrations of specific connection protocol.
Without a concerted effort to provide the necessary
training, end-users will remain frustrated with the
seemingly limitless capabilities.
As a part of the training provided, literature should
be given outlining not only the history and specifics of
Internet, but also definite addresses to use for trial
sessions. A university guide is essential to the success
of the venture. Bibliographies of books and related
articles are also beneficial for user support (See Table
III, Related Internet Books).
Providing access without instruction and encouragement
rarely is successful. As McClure, 1992, explains, users do
not want someone explaining to them how it works or why it
works. All they want is for it to work. The formulation
of training guides and sessions will necessarily remain in
a state of constant revision. Feedback from participants
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will be invaluable toward improving the training process.
Current governmental trends indicate a move toward
less government subsidy to electronic networks and more
direct user support. As this becomes more of a reality,
universities must carefully weigh the costs against the
potential benefits. In the White House press release on
April 20, 1993, it was reported that "access to the
Internet and developing NREN will be expanded to connect
university campuses, community colleges, and K-12 schools
to a high-speed communications network providing a broad
range of information resources. Support will be provided
for equipment allowing local networks in these learning
institutions access to the network along with support for
development of high-performance software capable of taking
advantage of the emerging hardware capabilities." Specific
new programs include the following:
1. Implementation of the High-performance
Computing and Communications Program, established
by the High-Performance Computing Act of 1991,
introduced by Vice President Gore.
2. Create a Task Force on Information
Infrastructure.
3. Create an Information Infrastructure
Technology Program to assist industry in the
development of the hardware and software needed to
fully apply advanced computing and networking
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technology in manufacturing, in health care, in
life-long learning, and in libraries.
4. Provide funding for networking pilot projects
through the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) of the
Department of Commerce. NTIA will provide
matching grants to states, school districts,
libraries, and other non-profit entities so that
they can purchase the computers and networking
connections needed for distance learning and for
hooking into computer networks like the Internet.
5. Promote dissemination of Federal information.
6. Reform telecommunications policies. The
administration is committed to accelerating the
development of the National Information
Infrastructure (NIl) that the united states needs
for the 21st century.
All of this will not come without a price. A portion
of that price will be borne by colleges and universities,
as well as regional providers. Once the government stops
federal subsidy of the networks, the money to continue
maintenance and improvement of the network will have to
come from other sources. The phase out of government
support is projected to be completed in the next four years
(DeLoughry, 1993, p. A16). Because of this, eight of the
regional networks announced the formation of a for-profit
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company that has reached a five-year agreement with MCI
Communications Corporation for a private backbone network
to link the regionals. The plan is to insure that the
network touches all parts of the country. The eight
networks that are shareholders in the Corporation for
Regional and Enterprise Networking (COREN) are:









It will be essential for college and university
administrators to take an active role in lobbying for
continued network provisions. Economically, it could be
devastating to have the cost of the network dumped in
users' laps. One such group instrumental in overseeing the
future of Internet as it relates to education is EDUCOM, a
consortium of 600 colleges and universities involved in
using technology.
In addition to following the progress of federal
funding regression is the challenge to ensure that
commercial advertisers don't seize the moment and make
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Internet just another commercial advertising haven.
Roberts, 1993, reported at the American Library
Association's annual meeting in June that there are more
computers hooked to the Internet than there are books
published in the United States. What a potential bonanza
for commercial advertisingl It would be unfortunate to
clutter the Internet with the same type advertising that
permeates our society via television and radio. Technology
advocates, including colleges and universities, should work
to ensure that this does not happen.
In addition to monitoring progress to prevent
commercial involvement, university administrators need to
remain cognizant of potential changes before they are
forced upon us. "A typewriter pioneer designed his
keyboard so salesmen could easily hunt and peck the word
TYPEWRITER. He put all those letters on the top row. By
the time typing speed became an issue, change was
unthinkable. Never mind that the much-used A lies under
our weakest finger and the most-used letter E is off the
home row. By 1890, today's awkward computer keyboard was
determined. The typewriter keyboard was decided without
user input. To get what we need, we must join and shape
the process from the beginning" (Myers, Wilson, & Lienhard,
1993, p. 30D).
Technology will not wait for a timid few to step
forward to direct the course of history. "The Council on
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Competitiveness recently summed up why we need to move now:
Advances in technology and the rise of international
competition have made knowledge the new currency of the
global economy ••• To a large extent, information
infrastructure will determine the comparative advantage of
nations in the information age" (Teresko, 1993, p. 34).
The Japanese have announced an ambitious plan to spend $400
billion on a fiber-optic network to connect the schools,
businesses, and homes by the year 2015 (Teresko, p. 34).
Singapore, France, and Germany have announced their own
plans for a network infrastructure. As these countries
expand their financial involvement in network technology,
the united States' government is working to decrease
federal spending on much the same. It remains to be seen
what effect these two approaches will have on the
technology infrastructure of each country.
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Summary
This study was approached with guarded optimism. On
one hand, there was a great deal of anticipation about the
number of colleges and universities that had provided
Internet access to their campuses. On the other hand,
there remained a fear of being left behind in technological
ashes. It's only the beginning to attempt to understand
the network and its capabilities. The next step is to
exercise one's judgement in assessing the needs of the
institution. -----The only evidence of misguided jUd6e~Jnt •~s
to fail to act.
TABLE I
PARTIAL LISTING OF FOREIGN DOMAINS
af Afghanistan lOX Mexico
aq Antarctica nl Netherlands
bm Bermuda om Oman
ca Canada pg Papua New Guinea
dj Djibouti qa Qatar
eg Egypt ro Romania
fi Finland sc Seychelles
gl Greenland tg Togo
hk Hong Kong ug Uganda
il Israel • U.s. Virgin IslandsVl
• Japan wk Wake IslandJP
kr Republic of Korea yd Democratic Yemen




com Usually a company or other commercial
institution or organization.
edu An educational institution.
gov A government site.
mil A military site.
net Gateways and other administrative hosts
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
SUbjects
Initially, a database was created, consisting of
private church-supported four-year institutions with £ull-
time enrollments of 1,000 to 3,000 students. This
information was obtained from the 1992-93 Accredited
Institutions of Post-secondary Education, Publication for
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. The populat"on
to be studied was comprised of 283 institutions. Although
many more colleges and universities could have been
included in the population, the decision was made to
exclude all that were not church supported This afforded
a better means for comparison of the connectivity trends to
Southern Nazarene University, which was necessitated by job
related responsibilities. The exclusion was critical to
rule out all state supported universities, which typically
would not be representative of universities dependent upon
private funding sources. Because the study consisted of
descriptive research, it was essential to narrow the
population to parallel that at Southern Nazarene
University, in order to make better recommendations
concerning connectivity to administration. The 283
institutions were apportioned throughout the continental
40
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United States, Alaska, and Hawaii.
The control variable in the study was the limitation
of subjects to Christian four year institutions with full-
time student populations from 1,000 to 3,000. The
independent variables involved Internet connectivity,
geographic location, and locale. The dependent variables
involved the type of access provided, features most
utilized, campus populations with accessibility, means of
access, decision-makers, reasons for lack of access, and
target date of connection.
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Procedures
After the population was identified, a random sample
of 100 participants was drawn from the population database.
This was accomplished by assigning a numeric identification
to each university. One hundred numbers were randomly
drawn, that constituted the random sample. External
validity was increased by ensuring that the sample was
representative of the population. By using this sampling
method, each member of the targeted population had an equal
and independent chance of being included in the sample.
A contact letter, questionnaire, and stamped return
envelope were mailed to each participant (Refer to Appendix
A--Questionnaire and Appendix B--Initial Participant
Contact Letter). The questionnaire design stressed
simplicity, to encourage the maximum participation by the
representative sample. The question design was flowcharted
to ensure a smooth flow throughout, for those universities
providing Internet connectivity, as well as for those
without. Responses were indicated by a check mark in the
appropriate box. Response time was minimized due to the
questionnaire design. No written responses were required.
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Treatment of the Data
Identification of particular respondents was not
deemed necessary. Instead, respondents were identified
only on the basis of their geographic location. This was
necessary to track trends for specific geographical areas,
in order to determine if there existed an appreciable
difference between universities based on the four
geographic areas. Each response was tallied on a master
questionnaire sheet. A separate master tally was made, as
well as tallies broken down by university size, geographic
area, and locale description. Tallies were used to perform
statistical analysis of the data, which is reported in the
following section.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Of the 100 surveys mailed, 76 were returned. Of those
76, 66 responded and 2 declined to participate for
undisclosed reasons. Three letters were returned by the
postal service for incorrect addresses. Responses by five
were not included in the study due to failure to meet the
FTE requirements. Four indicated an FTE greater than
3,000, and one indicated FTE less than 1,000. A total of
66 were statistically analyzed. Letters were sent by three,
indicating that the survey had been forwarded to another
person on campus. In addition, one congratulatory letter
and phone call were received. Two respondents sent their
E-mail addresses for later communication. Generally, the
response to the survey was excellent. This can be
attributed to the simplicity in the survey design and the
timeliness of the topic.
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Participant Profiles in the study
Not surprisingly, 100% of the respondents were
familiar with Internet. Of the respondents, the majority,
66.7%, indicated that they were located in an urban area.
The majority, 45.5% were located in the geographic area
defined as the East. The geographic area with the greatest
responses, 100%, came from the West. However, there were
fewer random selections from that particular area as well.
The majority of the respondents represented campuses with
full-time enrollments from 1,000-1,500 students. Masters
programs were offered by 63.6% of the campuses.
Surprisingly, Internet access was provided in some
form by 77.3% of the campuses, of which full access was
provided by 80.4%. The most heavily utilized feature was
electronic mail, with 64.7% of the respondents indicating
that particular aspect. Access was provided to 100% of the
faculty, 68.6% of the undergraduates, and 35.3% of the
graduate students. The latter figure was indicative of the
low percentage of campuses that offered graduate programs.
On-site access, or a connection to a regional provider, was
indicated by 74.5% of the respondents. Administration was
indicated by the majority of the respondents, 72.5%, as
being most instrumental in the decision making process to
provide access. Both electronic mail and research were
indicated by 84.3% as the primary reasons for providing
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access.
Of the 22.7% of respondents that did not provide any
form of access, all indicated plans to add Internet access
later. The majority, 100%, indicated a lack of funding for
the project. A full 40.0% planned to provide access in the
next six months, with 26.7% planning access in the next
year.
Clearly, sample trends indicate a great interest in
Internet as both a research and communication tool for
Christian college campuses. (Full results listed in Table
IV, Sample Profiles). In order to better understand the
results, a break-down was done, using geographic area,
locale, and university size. The results of those break-
downs follow in the next section. These outcomes are
indicative of the fact that most likely the targeted
population was homogenous in nature, due to the selection
of solely private Christian universities.
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After evaluating the access provided by targeted
universities in each region, several conclusions could be
drawn. Clearly the highest majority of participants that
indicated Internet accessibility were located in the West
or the non-mainland states, Alaska and Hawaii. Both areas,
however had the fewest participants. Due to the extremely
small number of participants, a noteworthy trend could not
be established. Generally, the East and Central portions
of the United States were equally balanced in their network
provisions. Both numbers were sufficiently high to
indicate a fairly strong correlation between area and
access. This dispels the belief that people in the Central
portion of the United States are slow to instigate new
practices. The percentage of campuses providing access in
the Central section was negligibly lower than the Eastern
portion of the United States.
In comparing urban access to their rural counterparts,
it was interesting to observe that again, there was not a
great difference in the level of access provided by
universities with FTE of 1,000 to 1,500. In the general
comparison of Internet access by locale, it was significant
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that rural area access was higher than its urban
counterpart. This could be due in part to their desire to
not feel isolated from the rest of their colleagues across
the country. Internet, in this case, serves as the great
equalizer of institutions. The vast amount of information
available in a large research university's library card
catalog becomes accessible to even the distant small
university. It provides the isolated scholar an
opportunity to access the same information as scholars from
urban areas or from large universities. Internet is a
powerful equalizer of location, size, titles, gender and
race.
The thesis stated that the majority of targeted
institutions did not offer full Internet access to faculty,
students, and graduate students alike. The data did not
substantiate that hypothesis.
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Suggestions for Institutions Considering
Providing Access to Internet
As Christian four-year institutions with full-time
enrollments of 1,000-3,000 students move toward becoming a
part of The National Information Infrastructure, yet remain
within their budgetary constraints, it becomes essential to
formulate a careful plan to ensure a fruitful entry. The
following steps should assist in that process:
1) Select a small campus sample to become acquainted
with Internet's capabilities. This should not be
limited to research knowledge, but also exposure
to hands-on workshops and presentations. Exposure
improves the planning and training processes.
2) Begin gathering information on pricing as
soon as possible. Administrators typically
make budget decisions for the following
academic year very early in the fiscal year.
Decisions of this caliber must not be rushed.
3) Identify the regional network provider for
the area. Because Phase Two connectivity is
the optimum situation for a university, it is
advisable to obtain estimates of charges for
connection, as well as for the ongoing annual
fee to the provider and the telephone line
charges. Armed with this price information,
it is easier to make key economic decisions
based on the information.
4) If prices offered by commercial providers are
not satisfactory, investigate options for
grants to subsidize funding. Although the
government is pushing to exit from the
networking subsidy business, many grants are
available to encourage that very technology
through the National Science Foundation, the
Department of Commerce, and the Department of
Education. Pursue all avenues of financial
support.
5) Once the decision has been made to provide a
connection, select a small target group to
begin training sessions. Thorough training
and system documentation is essential to the
success of the venture. Schedule small hands-
on training sessions that carefully cover one
aspect of Internet each session. Guard
against crash courses that fail to provide the
necessary time to problem-solve the what-ifs.
6) Make specific suggestions to your librarian
for the addition of Internet-related books.
(Refer to TABLE III) In addition, request
assistance from the library periodical
assistant to watch for Internet related
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articles in computer and educational journals.
7) Be prepared for the mushroom factor. Once
news travels that access is available to
administrators and faculty, be prepared for
requests from students. Again, training is
essential to the success of the venture.
Consider adding specific classes aimed at
Internet capabilities. These classes could
become a part of the computer curriculum, as
well as a component of library researching
methods. Ensuring the training and
preparation of library staff must be
emphasized.
8) Aim for perfection, but be realistic in
accepting the potential for nagging
irritations inevitable with most any computer
technology. Time and training eliminates most
of these problems.
9) Continue to research the latest trends in
networking. Be prepared for more decisions
as the nation moves along the superhighway.
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Suggestions for Future Research
As a result of the results of the present study,
the following recommendations are in order:
1) Conduct a similar study with like-sized public
institutions to determine accessibility.
2) Conduct a study of utilization practices to
target purposes and extent of connectivity
for faculty, graduate students, and staff.
3) Conduct a study of public land-grant schools
to make comparisons in application and
connectivity numbers.
4) Conduct a similar study with like-sized private
institutions that are not church supported.
5) Conduct a similar study with samples drawn from
public, private, and church supported institutions
to compare accessibility.
6) Conduct experimental research on training
methodology and related effectiveness. This would
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Please check the appropriate answer.




2. Does your campus provide Internet access?
Yes :-:-::.:.: No
If the answer is NO, skip to question 9.
3. What level of access is provided?
mr Electronic Mail Only
~r; Full Access (Includes Electronic Mail, Telnet,
File Transfer Protocol)
4. Which features are utilized most frequently?
Electronic Mail
Telnet
:-:.::-:.: File Transfer Protocol
5. Who is provided access on the campus?












was instrumental in the decision-making process
providing access? (Check all that apply.)
Administration I~r Faculty
8. What is the primary purpose behind providing
access?
72
rr Research rr Electronic Mail
Skip to question 12.
:-:-=.:.:
:=::=:::: Both
9. If access is not presently available, are there
plans to add it later?
mr Yes ?~:::: No.-.---.-.
10. What is the primary reason for lack of access?
(Please check all that apply.)
E::: Funding.-.---.-. ~~~ Staff Expertise No Interest
11. If plans are to add access, what is the approximate
target date?
Ir~ Within 6 months ~~I~~ Within 5 years
:.:.=.:.: Within 1 :-:-=-:-: Unsure:=;:::;:; year ;::::::::
12. Levels of graduate programs offered at this
institution:
:g::' Masters.-.---.-. Doctoral






















Institution and Fall, 1992 FTE
75
Adrian College
110 S. Madison St.
Adrian MI









FTE, Fall 1992: 1004






















400 St. Bernadine St.
Reading PA
FTE, Fall 1992: 1243
19607
Alverno College

























1607 Robinson Rd., S.E.
Grand Rapids MI






















29th St. and Summit Ave.
Sioux Falls SD








FTE, Fall 1992: 1439
Austin College








FTE, Fall 1992: 1362
Azusa Pacific University
901 East Alosta Ave.
Azusa CA 91702













































































Thousand Oaks CA 91360
FTE, Fall 1992:
Calvin College













2199 E. Main St.
Columbus OH


















Russell Ave., P.O. Box 552





























FTE, Fall 1992: 1057
Chaminade University of Honolulu
3140 Waialae Ave.
Honolulu HI 96816
FTE, Fall 1992: 1396
Charleston Southern University
P.O. Box 10087, 9200 Univ. Blvd.
Charleston SC 29411
FTE, Fall 1992: 1824
Chestnut Hill College
Germantown and Northwestern Aves.
Philadelphia PA 19118-2695
FTE, Fall 1992: 1196
Christian Brothers University























College of Mount St. Joseph
5701 Delhi Rd.
Cincinnati OR
FTE, Fall 1992: 1684
45233-1670
College of St. Benedict
37 S. College Ave.
St. Joseph MN 56374
FTE, Fall 1992: 1755
College of St. Catherine
2004 Randolph Ave.
St. Paul MN 55105
FTE, Fall 1992: 2700




College of St. Francis































FTE, Fall 1992: 1048
Columbia College
1301 Columbia College Dr.
Columbia SC 29203
FTE, Fall 1992: 1082
Columbia Union College
7600 Flower Ave.
Takoma Park MD 20912
FTE, Fall 1992: 1211
Concordia College

































FTE, Fall 1992: 1094
Cumberland College
6191 College Station Dr.
Williamsburg KY 40769
FTE, Fall 1992: 1568
Dallas Baptist University
3000 Mountain Creek Parkway
Dallas TX 75211-9299
FTE, Fall 1992: 1695
David Lipscomb University
3901 Granny White Pike
Nashville TN 37204-3951


































498 4th Avenue N.E.
Sioux Center IA
FTE, Fall 1992: 1052
51250
Drew University
Madison Ave., Rte. 24
Madison NJ


























23 E. Elm Ave.
Quincy MA
FTE, Fall 1992: 1168
02170-2999
Eckerd College








































111 Lake Hollingsworth Dr.
Lakeland FL
FTE, Fall 1992: 1970
33801
Franciscan University of Steubenville
Franciscan Way
Steubenville OH 43952
FTE, Fall 1992: 1539
Freed-Hardeman University
158 E. Main St.
Henderson TN 38340-2399




























































FTE, Fall 1992: 1640
Grand Canyon University
3300 West Camelback Road
Phoenix AZ 85061




FTE, Fall 1992: 1206
50316
Gustavus Adolphus College
800 W. College Ave.
St. Peter MN 56082














FTE, Fall 1992: 1501
Heidelberg College
310 E. Market St.
Tiffin OH


























Grant and Frankford Aves.
Philadelphia PA 19114-2094























































FTE, Fall 1992: 2830
John Carroll University
20700 N. Park Blvd.
University Heights OH 44118
FTE, Fall 1992: 1166
Johnson C. Smith University































































8th St. and 7th Ave. N.E.
Hickory NC 28603















209 S. Kingshighway Blvd.
St. Charles MO 63301
FTE, Fall 1992:
Lindsey Wilson College













































































Marian College of Fond Du Lac
45 S. National Ave.
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FTE, Fall 1992: 2121
39058
Missouri Valley College
500 E. College Dr.
Marshall MO 65340





































1330 Elmhurst Dr. N.E.
Cedar Rapids IA
FTE, Fall 1992:


















FTE, Fall 1992: 1383
44601
100
Mount Vernon Nazarene College
800 Martinsburg Road
Mount Vernon OR 43050
FTE, Fall 1992:
Muhlenberg College
























North Carolina Wesleyan College
3400 N. Wesleyan Blvd.
Rocky Mount NC 27804
FTE, Fall 1992: 1637
North Central Bible College
7411 85th Ave. N.
Brooklyn Park MN




30 N. Brainard St.
Naperville IL 60566-7063
FTE, Fall 1992: 1934
North Park College and Theological Seminary
3225 W. Foster Ave.
Chicago IL 60625




FTE, Fall 1992: 1058
83686
Northwestern College
101 Seventh Street S.W.
Orange City IA 51041-1996
FTE, Fall 1992: 1014
Northwestern College
3003 Snelling Avenue North









































































FTE, Fall 1992: 1596
97116
Palm Beach Atlantic College
901 South Flagler Drive
West Palm Beach FL 33416-4708
FTE, Fall 1992:
Park College












Point Loma Nazarene College
3900 Lomaland Drive
San Diego CA 92106-2899
FTE, Fall 1992: 1891
Presbyterian College



























































150 E. Rust Ave.
Holly Springs MS 38635-2328
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Salve Regina university
100 Ochre Point Ave.
Newport RI 02840-4192
FTE, Fall 1992: 1862
Seattle Pacific University
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Southeastern College of the Assemblies of God
1000 Longfellow Blvd.
Lakeland FL 33801
FTE, Fall 1992: 1200
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FTE, Fall 1992: 1275
Southwest Baptist University
1601 S. Springfield st.
Bolivar HO 65613
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St. Mary's College of Minnesota
700 Terrace Heights
Winona MN 55987-1399
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St. Vincent College and Seminary
Frazier Purchase Rd.
Latrobe PA 15650-2690
FTE, Fall 1992: 1263
St. Xavier University
3700 W. 103rd St.
Chicago IL 60655














500 W. Reade Avenue
Upland IN
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1000 N. Main St.
Findlay OH
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Jackson TN 38305
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University of Indianapolis
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Virginia Union University
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I am a graduate student at Oklahoma State University in
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction. I am also the
Director of Media and Information Technology at Southern
Nazarene University. As a part of my graduate requirements,
I am surveying private, church supported four year
institutions with full-time enrollment consisting of 1,000 to
3,000 students to determine the level of Internet
connectivity provided to the campus.
I have attempted to keep the survey short in hopes that
the majority of respondents would take the time to answer the
questions. If another person could better answer these
questions, please forward to the appropriate department. I
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INTERNET: A SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH TOOL FOR
PRIVATE ACADEMIA
Curriculum and Instruction
Personal Data: Born in Enid, Oklahoma, on December
19, 1949, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Ratzlaff.
Education: Graduated from Enid High School, Enid,
Oklahoma in May 1968; received Bachelor of
Science degree in Elementary Education from
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma
in May 1971; received Bachelor of Science degree
in Computer Science from Central State
University, Edmond, Oklahoma in May 1984.
Completed the requirements for the Master of
Science degree with a major in Curriculum and
Instruction at Oklahoma State University in May
1994.
Professional Experience: Taught Special Reading at
McCord Public Schools, Ponca City, Oklahoma,
1971-1972; taught Kindergarten at McCord Public
Schools, Ponca City, Oklahoma, 1973-1975; taught
Math and Computer Science in Edmond Public
Schools, Edmond, Oklahoma, 1984-1992; Director of
Media and Information Technology at Southern
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